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ABSTRACT OF THE THESIS 
 

Circular Metafictions: what remains unbound is gathered 
 

by 
 

dana washington-queen 
 

Master of Fine Arts in Visual Arts 
 
 

University of California San Diego, 2020 
 

Nicole Miller, Chair 
 

Circular Metafictions: what remains unbound is gathered is a hybrid-documentary 

that conceptualizes a trace from the Middle Passage toward biographical historiography 

to examine nuanced portraits of ordinary black life. I introduce my developing concept, 

Black Noetic Theory (BNT) to consider how blackness, interiority and performance are 

embedded in modes of production, for which to imagine black existence otherwise in 

audiovisual space. The thesis is divided into three parts to reflect upon the relationships 

between black life, the incoherencies of black life and artistic production. Part one, 

situates colonial history and resulting fragmentation. Part two, explores the Henrietta 

Marie slave ship and speculating a maternal origin. Part three, observes personal 

history to locate continuities between the spirit and physical worlds. 
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PROLOGUE 
 

ceremony (a prose-poem) 
 
in everything, there is ceremony by virtue of being. 
by virtue of being a black-centering body, there is ceremony in all things, 
for all things, for being. 
there is ceremony for being, for blackness and breathing. 
through capture and violence, diaspora displacement, solutions no nothing, 
reparations no nothing. 
they know nothing, nah nothing for negro-black problems. 
Pan-African black niggas still smiling, still grinning, 
black women still living, providing, pro-styling. 
black queries on queerness, on loving and safety, 
on freedom of movement, on freedom of movement, 
find freedom in movement, define freedom in movement. 
 
for ritual, for practice, for rites of safe passage, 
for run-aways escaping & fists through in the air. 
for Ericka Huggins,1 solitude in confinement, 
for building a practice and keeping from cracking. 
 
ceremony is the visit of my grandmother’s spirit2. 
for that one empty chair, so the ancestors may rest. 
 
ceremony is energy, magnetic.   It’s spirit, 
manifesting as sound, in objects, in liquid. It travels 
and shape-shifts, Hpnotiq, euphoric, 
exists without Savior, neurologic,   it’s favor. 
 
for future & past, 
give reverence to those passed.   It’s offering 
and incense, lit candles and spirits. 
 
for loss and observance, be a moment of silence 
to all, I pray peace. Rest in Peace: Kobe Bryant, to the babies and parents, 
lost dreams and defiance. 
to the elders: Chris Black, Ras G & Shanese & Aunt Jeanette. On everything, pray 
strength. On everything, pray peace. 
 

                                                      
1
 Ericka Huggins, former member of the Black Panther Party and political prisoner, spoke at a small event 

in Los Angeles about her meditation practiced while in solitary confinement. 
 
2
 Elvira “Bee” or “Bebe” Queen. Since 2015, she’s made contact with me from the spirit world through the 

numerical value 10 and 16. On October 16, 1979, she was rushed to the hospital during a family dinner at 
home. On November 4, 1979, she died from breast cancer complications. 
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there is ceremony in all things, for all things, for being. 
there is ceremony for being, for blackness and breathing. 
For ritual, for practice, for rites of safe passage. 
ceremony is survival, surviving & thriving. 
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INTRODUCTION: ON BLACK NOETIC THEORY 
 

Critical to this paper is the introduction of Black Noetic Theory (BNT), my 

developing concept that considers how blackness, interiority, and performance are 

embedded in modes of production for which to imagine black existence otherwise in 

audiovisual space. In practice, it seeks to push against the bounds of genre and 

production strategies, collapsing distinctions between documentary, cinema, video and 

performance, echoing the incoherencies of black life, history and memory. In this way, 

the black body, psyche and spirit are disentangled from conventional forms, racist 

constructs and simplified representations of blackness to unlock sites of passage for 

emerging forms, categories, aesthetics and meanings. Black Noetic Theory (BNT) is 

concerned with transforming visual art production and acknowledges that production 

processes can become the work itself, irregardless of its materialness, and maintains 

that failure and underdevelopment account for something to the black artist and their 

indexicality. 

As an extension of Black Radical Imagination3 traditions, Black Noetic Theory is 

an intervention through and out of black life, the black interiority and artistic expression. 

The tradition can be described as a conscious / subconscious repositioning of oneself or 

as a collective body to reckon with debilitating structures. In The Grey Album: On the 

Blackness of Blackness, Kevin Young posits that the black radical imagination is 

“remapping the world in your own image,” given that “the fabric of black life has often 

meant its very fabrication. Making a way out of no way and making it up as you go 

along” (17). It’s refusing, if not disrupting the virulent effects of colonization and colonial 

                                                      

3 Reimagine possibility in the impossible 
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discourse by imagining futures other than what has been presented. Given the precarity 

of black life, historic and contemporary narratives of black life have always been of 

fugitivity and coded languages in search of other present-futures. In Freedom Dreams: 

The Black Radical Imagination, Robin D. G. Kelley calls upon a long history of social 

movements to envision a revolutionary future, “visions of freedom born out of the 

circumstances of struggle” (3)—for we know what systems of oppression do: it 

privileges on one end and revokes on another. The registers of colonialism and 

antiblackness trickles into institutions, industries and home spaces, reproducing 

physical and psychological dispossession of black people. 

In the short period that I have attended to moving images, there has been an 

insistence on stretching form and convention as a negotiation between the black subject 

and subjectivity, blackness and liberation, technique and (ill)legibility, and as a result, 

the work becomes a frame certain black experiences. This is not to say that black life is 

a mere figure of speech because we know that it bleeds and that it had a mother 

tongue, however, in an idiomatic sense, black life is a kind of poetry. It is an interplay 

between rhythmic response and (re)action, a language both intoxicating and gentle. 

Fundamentally, language can be defined as a system of communication used and 

understood by certain groups of people, consisting of symbols, words, structures and 

expressions, which have particular classifications and meanings. 

In thinking about the black body and its articulations, Stuart Hall explains that 
 

race works like a language and signifiers refer to systems and concepts of the 
classifications of a culture to its making meaning practices, and those things 
gain their meaning; not because of what they contain in their essence but in 
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the shifting relations of difference, which they establish with other concepts 
and ideas in a signifying field.4 

 
Whether static or unfolding, the black body can be read as a text, as image, as sound, 

as silence and motion. Since the body can be read then signifiers emerge regarding the 

black individual’s rights, identifications or about the blackness of their blackness. Each 

of these identifiers are reflections of the ways that others make meaning about the black 

body, which has resulted in refortified systems of difference through governmental 

power and policy. For many black populations, meaning has been made through these 

systems, if not other corrective processes (i.e. politics, activism, fugitive traditions). 

Reading the black body is a kind of informational transaction about codes of 

conduct and behavior, whether the black individual conforms or deviates from any 

presumed norms. For instance, in preparation for traveling to the South alone, it was 

important for me to think about my safety as someone who is black and whose gender 

is indistinguishable at times. All of my planning and filming became dependent on my 

physical safety since my body could be read. My accent was a signifier for where I was 

regionally bound, the way that I dressed was a signifier for my gender identity, and my 

freedom of movement was a signifier for my marital status. In essence, my body 

communicated a language about my blackness and queerness, which presents issues 

to presumed norms. While filming in Vicksburg, Mississippi, I was approached by a man 

whose inquiries were playful at first but shifted to serious investigations about why I was 

unaccompanied by my “husband”. I wore my wedding ring as a precaution, but the 

reality of having to lie about having a husband in order to be left alone can’t be 

                                                      

4 Jhally, Sut, Stuart Hall. “Race, The Floating Signifier: A Lecture with Stuart Hall.” MA: Media Education 
Foundation, 1996. 
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described—to deny my sexuality meant staying alive. Navigating the South alone was a 

reminder of how easily a life could be snatched… and this hindered film production. 

 
Figure 1.1 Circular Metafictions, 2019; still image. 

 
On blackness and being, Stuart Hall notes that meaning made from and about 

the black body is never fixed because black populations constantly find ways to slide 

out of reach of racist structures. This thinking echoes the ways that research group, 

Liquid Blackness5 aestheticize blackness by describing it as liquid, flexible and slippery. 

Black Noetic Theory attempts to explore the metamorphic abilities of blackness to think 

about its plasticity in video and motion pictures, how this influences the visual 

construction of black bodies and its meaning in digital space. In a filmic sense, 

blackness is like an elastic celluloid material, a type of technology flexible enough to 

turn and turn and return again. Blackness as a kind of loophole, if you will, shifting and 

reshaping itself for the body’s escape and continuity. This slipperiness, means to 

imagine otherwise, permitting the audiovisual space to become a platform for space-

making, visual language building and viewing experiences that are innovative, 

fantastical and not devoid of political preoccupation. In this way, the white gaze and 

                                                      

5 Research group and project founded by Alessandra Raengo, Department of Communication at Georgia 
State University 
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colonial discourses are decentralized, while the black artist and production are 

reoriented and stabilized in its own making. With this in mind, we can gather that 

processes of meaning making can be understood not only as a mode, but as lives and 

experience. Since articulation is part of meaning making processes, then we must also 

concede that meaning can be lost in translation, misread or unread—the same can be 

said for a practice. 

In 2009, I was introduced to visual art through a community of do-it-yourself Los 

Angeles artists. We are a self-taught generation where instruction was the Internet and 

tinkering on jerry-rigged machines with stolen production software. We gathered in 

subaltern spaces: bedroom studios and recording booths in closets, academic journals 

meant tapping into the knowledgebase of elders, and our peers were both substitute 

teachers and the “plug.” Black Noetic Theory seeks to bridge innate artistry and 

resourcefulness with studio art concepts to meditate on the emergence of queer, 

unorthodox production practices. In quoting metalsmith Karen Smith, I am coming to 

terms with “art made from the heart [being] actual art and art from the head [being] 

production.” With operating between fine art and experimental modes, I find most 

interest in tampering with traditional documentary, cinema and video practices to reflect 

my black life experiences and artistic expressions. 
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1.1 CIRCULAR METAFICTIONS: WHAT REMAINS UNBOUND IS GATHERED 

Circular Metafictions: what remains unbound is gathered is a hybrid-documentary 

that conceptualizes a trace from the Middle Passage toward biographical historiography 

to examine nuanced portraits of ordinary black life. This is a project that never could 

have been. A fractured shadow of itself, mirroring the ruptured existences of black 

people in America—results from antiblack structures, violence and contemporary forms 

of subjugation. Despite the documentary’s symbolic and material brokenness, it 

declares a standpoint and a say-so for its being and becoming. 

Over two years, this work has shifted in meaning and form. The original thesis 

project was an experimental short film, How the Light Falls (2018). It was an unresolved 

coming-of-age drama about a young queer woman grappling with premonitions. The 

plot worked through a queer woman’s maladaptive dreaming, but she begins to have 

premonitions that cause her behavior become erratic, and this ultimately causes a rift in 

her relationship and friend circle. In the script, I masked the young woman’s peculiarities 

with a cryptic veil as an act of refusal. I refused to identify a clinical diagnosis for fear of 

stigma. I refused because a diagnosis would assume that the mind’s ability to deviate 

from sensible reality was a condition, rather than a gift. The film was loosely based on 

my experiences with dream-visions and ancestor spirits. 

 
Figure 1.2 How the Light Falls, 2018; still image. 
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I submitted the script to Borscht Corporation6 and was awarded funding. 

Production took place in Florida and California with a small crew and cast of black and 

brown women; due to unforeseen circumstances the short film was canned. I made 

attempts to salvage the film as a two-channel video installation for exhibition, but as the 

novel coronavirus rapidly spread production was discontinued. The short film was 

reworked into a hybrid-documentary that documents the trajectory of family history, 

personal revelations, and production challenges and triumphs. Circular Metafictions 

examines what it means to have a known origin and what it means to know by 

communicating with the ancestors. I build a trace that begins at the triangular slave 

trade route to Mississippi where my maternal grandparents were raised and ends at a 

juncture, communicating with my maternal grandmother’s spirit: Elvira “Bee” Queen. 

1.2 FRAGMENTATION AS PROCESS 

Circular Metafictions investigates three processes for conceptualizing the trace: 

(1) origin, to reimagine and speculate what it means to have a known maternal genesis; 

(2) remembrance, to gather information on maternal lineage and produce audio-video 

documents; and (3) preservation, to engage with archival materials and construct a 

digital record. The project’s objective is not only to provide a resource in the study of 

ordinary black life, but it is also a contribution to the black archive. 

1.3 ORIGINS 

In the sixteenth century, European presence in Africa marked the beginning of 

the Trans-Atlantic Slave Trade. The collective consciousness of Europe shaped an 

ideology predicated on domination, economic development and destruction of African 

                                                      

6 Miami non-profit that supports experimental films and videos. 
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civilization, which meant dissolution and cultural depravity for African peoples. 

According to the Slave Voyage database, at least thirty-thousand voyages carried 

captives from Africa while an estimated 10 to 12 million were dispersed throughout the 

Americas alone; this does not account for the estimated 1 million who did not 

disembark. Trans-Atlantic Slave Trade documentation provides maps and routes, 

slaveholding diagrams, illustrations of tight-packing and manuscript lists reducing 

Africans to numerical values and cargo, perpetuating the idea that they were immune to 

inhumane conditions. Over the course of the slave trade, opposition gave rise to slave 

narratives chronicling bondage, emergences of a double conscience, freedom struggles 

and emancipation. Underground railroads and political engagements signaled shifts in 

the consciousness of black people in America, contributing to influxes in leadership and 

social movements. Still, the slave trading system constructed structures of racial 

difference and violence. 

In an effort to advance the thesis, it is critical to note how slavery created 

fractures in African customs by the destruction of family structures, cultural practices, 

and ways of communication, in turn causing certain customs to diminish or transform—

oftentimes, severing enslaved and emancipated black populations from their 

Africanness. Conversely, I am interested in the ways that ancestry encodes cultural 

identity and memory, and what it means to have a literacy of practices as recovery. I 

would like to discuss how an awareness of African heritage (i.e. customs, habits, 

structures, etc.) can point out commonalities between African peoples and African 

descended folks, and how this can challenge white ideologies and encultured national 

practices that impose limits to black generational continuity. 
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In the article, “Let the Circle Be Unbroken: The Implications of African-American 

Spirituality,” Dona RICHARDS discusses ethos and worldview, two fundamental 

concepts in the creation and maintenance of black cultural ties to African ancestries. 

Ethos “refers in part to the emotional substance of a cultural group, to its collective 

emotional tone,” (249) meaning that ethos can be understood as a connection between 

groups and establishes an affective bond. RICHARDS uses the phrase “commonness 

of spirit” to symbolize a “uniqueness” between groups. A term arguably meaning, the 

spirit to survive or in other words, the ability to make a way out of no way, referring back 

to Kevin Young. Most black folks know what it means to struggle, to be knee-deep in it, 

and somehow come out alive and do it all over again. This spirit, this intangible 

thingness can be understood as the “black interior” or “black interiority,” a subjective, 

self-possession or an inner life “of its own making and conditioning.”7 The black figure 

often contends with the ontological question Calvin L. Warren poses, “what type of life is 

possible…in the state of exception?”8 to mediate on the conditions of black being and 

the government’s “choice between death as the only possibility of life.” The choice to 

live as a black person in the United States, despite death, becomes “the exception that 

makes ‘living on’ unbearable.” Black people constantly find themselves at an 

unavoidable crossroads burdened by the collisions between human and object, freedom 

and social death, existence and unstableness. The precariousness of black life 

                                                      
7 Jones, Ladi’Sasha. “A Grammar For Black Interior Art.” ARTS.BLACK, 2019. 
 

8 Warren, Calvin. “Black Interiority, Freedom, and the Impossibility of Living.” Nineteenth-Century 
Contexts: An Interdisciplinary Journal, vol. 38, no. 2, pp. 107-121. Routledge Taylor & Francis Group, 
2016. 
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becomes the ethos that bonds other black folks together and in order to contend with 

this unfixedness there must be some intervention or a return to collective memory. 

The second concept, worldview “refers to the way in which people make sense of 

their surroundings, make sense of life and of the universe” (250). A group’s worldview is 

a systematic way to create order—it is the reason why belief systems, ideologies, and 

practices exist. Concerning the black condition and unpredictability, if we can think 

about the black interiority as a kind of threshold space between black being (life) and 

black unbeing (death), then the systematic order should intervene by re-orienting the 

psychogeography of the black interiority. Such systematic orders can draw upon African 

or African-derived cosmologies that “pivot on the tension of black being and black 

unbeing,”9 this is what Valorie D. Thomas terms as diasporic vertigo. This type of 

worldview system centers on the “fundamental effect of antiblackness that is at the 

same time the condition of its healing and resistance, calling forth the balancing 

forces…to counter its destabilizing effects.” Amidst chaos, the interiority can transform 

the effects of antiblackness by constructing “a social space where zones of resistance 

can be made habitable”10 (81). These spaces can be created from African and derived 

religious or spiritual practices, cultural observances, and other anticolonial ideologies 

that transgress the narrative of fragmentation and dislocation. 

Growing up, Christianity was the worldview system that created order in my life 

and the life of my family. My maternal grandparents, Pastor Charles C. Queen and 

                                                      

9 Thomas, Valorie D. “Unslaveable Rapture: Afrxfuturism and Diasporic Vertigo in Beyoncé’s Lemonade.” 
Canadian Journal of Cultural Studies, no. 39, pp. 48-69. University of Toronto Press, 2018. 
 
10 Thomas, Valorie D. “‘1+1=3’ and Other Dilemmas: Reading Vertigo in ‘Invisible Man,’ ‘My Life in the 
Bush of Ghosts,’ and ‘Song of Solomon’.” African American Review, vol. 37, no. 1, pp. 81-94. The John 
Hopkins University Press, 2003. 
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Elvira Queen founded Strait-Way Apostolic Church in the 1950s, and as a young adult, I 

worked 8 years as an Administrative Assistant. I printed church bulletins and baptismal 

certificates, organized records, transcribed sermons, duplicated cassette tapes, CDs 

and DVDs, and during services, I synched bible scriptures from a computer to TV 

monitors mounted in the sanctuary—I was in it deep. The beauty of it was that my 

grandfather and I formed a special bond that surpassed religion. We bantered about the 

Los Angeles Lakers (his favorite team) and Los Angeles Clippers (my favorite team). On 

a few occasions, he was vulnerable, telling me how much I reminded him of Bee. 

Considering that I was in the church thing deep, none of the church ladies could get me 

to say one audible prayer; that changed when my grandfather found out. Since I was 

technically saved, baptized and filled with the Holy Spirit, he wanted to make sure that I 

knew how to speak in tongues. In order to do this, one must enter into an altered 

state—I’ll call it trance—and this requires surrender, a dispossession of your body. My 

grandfather’s process to reach trance state was rote. He instructed me to repeat the 

word “Hallelujah” over and over until my tongue, mouth and spirit loosened up. The 

faster I spoke the more my speech mangled into an indistinguishable language. 

 
Figure 1.3 Strait-Way Apostolic Church Choir Concert, 2000; still image. 
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When my grandfather died, his absence corresponded with my distance from 

organized religion, this also meant the absence of trance state. Because of this 

absence, it’s been difficult for me to create an individualized practice that facilitates 

conscious transcendence. In the last year or so, I’ve become more akin to merging 

elements of Christianity with spiritual practices that honor the ancestors11. I have 

multiple altars erected in my home dedicated to my grandparents and peers who’ve 

transitioned over the years. I light candles periodically and set verbal intentions during 

prayer to give thanks or yield specific outcomes. Referring back to RICHARDS’ 

worldview concept, both practices have become a way to for me to create order from 

the instabilities of life. In the Christian, fear is generated around spirits that are not the 

God spirit, but I’ve come to understand that God, the ancestors and other spirit guides 

work together for my good and safety. Honoring ancestors is a part of many African 

traditions but has been severed from black traditions due to Christian imperialism and 

indoctrination during slavery. In certain practices, one must enter into a trance state or 

have cognizance of spirit bodies in the physical world. In “The Trope of the Ancestor in 

Contemporary Black Poetry,” Oyeniyi Okunoye discusses how “ancestral 

consciousness in the African world derives from the belief in the continuity between the 

worlds of the dead and the living.” Some practices request the living to perform rituals 

through prayer, libations and offerings with the intent to solicit ancestral communication, 

interventions or protections. Relationships between the living and ancestors is founded 

on acknowledgment, giving and receiving. One of the ways that I honor the ancestors is 

through creative expression. 

                                                      

11 Deceased family members who have ascended to the spiritual realm. 
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1.4 REMEMBRANCE 

Circular Metafictions concentrates on my maternal family because there were 

insufficiencies and resistances throughout research, data collection, and production on 

my paternal side. While traveling with my father in Kansas City, I realized that he was 

unable to confront his tumultuous childhood after my inquiries were met with avoidance. 

Over the course of four days in Kansas, I was unable to collect materials about my 

paternal grandmother, Henrietta Curtis and form a legitimate storyline. My intention 

which the project was to feature both lineages, but things didn’t pan out. 

 
Figure 1.4 Henrietta Curtis and three sons; image scan. 

 
With greater access to my maternal lineage, I am exploring an origin through a 

speculative fiction, connecting two female ancestor characters to the Henrietta Marie 

slave ship12 and their role in birthing the future: The Queen Family. In July 2019, I 

traveled to Mississippi on the second-year anniversary of my grandfather’s passing. I 

made a 50-minute commute from Jackson to Vicksburg, intending to set up an altar in 

                                                      

12 A small slave ship that sunk shortly after transporting slaves to Jamaica in 1700. Remains of the ship’s 
wreckage were discovered in the 1970s, artifacts are now displayed in gallery exhibitions.  
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front of his childhood home: an homage to his legacy and spiritual presence. My time in 

Mississippi followed the trajectory of production failures. Throughout the process of 

planning, making, and living, I have grown spiritually, emotionally and psychologically. I 

have also learned to be more flexible and patient, to not force production and let go 

expectations because plans get destroyed. I was forced to remember why I started this 

project in the first place: honoring my ancestors and not obsessing what the work looks 

like. 

Circular Metafictions uses documentary, cinema, video and performance as 

strategies to structure a document about the fragmentary. Art production is my system 

of order and is the act of remembrance to visualize cultural and generation continuity. 

Remembrance is described as a system for which to observe religious and/or spiritual 

ceremonial acts that reflect genealogy and region, history and memory, and identity and 

sociality. Such practices request an examination of individual and communal lived 

experiences, which in turn, can shape its development, meaning and transmission. 

Within my process of research and production, ceremony was held for the ancestors. 

In “Remembering Otherwise: Civic Life and the Pedagogical Promise of Historical 

Memory,” Roger I. Simon maintains that remembrance as a “framework must make 

possible a sense of agency and futurity through forms of communication that enable 

learning about and from the lives of others and the consideration of the transformative 

actions necessary for living in a changing, increasingly interdependent society.” (2) 

Black Noetic Theory and other radical traditions offer methodological and conceptual 

ways to think about the black condition and build dialogue around resistance and 

fugitive plans. Through art production, my purpose is to communicate a specific cultural 
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ethos and present them to viewers an entry point to observe and engage. My focus 

generally rests in presenting a different way of seeing and thinking about the black 

subject, subjectivity and image, even if it is misunderstood or lost in translation. 

In relation to my art practice, the personal is interconnected with the public. My 

production is often a result of some interaction with a spiritual entity or spiritual 

experience. Based on how I interpret the experience, production is the negotiation 

between how the work formalizes and functions. Furthermore, Simon points out that 

“remembrance is inherently implicated in enduring questions regarding the viable 

substance of human sociality, questions that include the problem of human 

connectedness across historically structured differences in time and place” (2). By 

engaging with photographic and video archives (public and personal), holding 

ceremony, and crossing into interior spaces to exhume the dead, I am able to construct 

and reauthorize black history and memory (i.e. origin, formations of maternal lineage 

and continued existence). Spiritual experiences, journal notes, audio recordings with my 

mother and other fragmentary bits of information has contributed to the work’s narrative 

and filmic organization. 

In considering what was able to emerge from the process, I must also note what 

could not. Because of this, I return to the contention with absence and erasure, and the 

consequences of repression and forgetfulness (i.e. mental decay, trauma, death). With 

my proximity to the subject matter (as family member, archivist and artist), it was 

important to deal with the fact that intangible things, like oral stories, vanish when elders 

transition. I was forced to acknowledge my desire to steal away the memories once 

spoken into my bones by elders, for legacy’s tapestry unravels with every loss. I am 
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empathetic to the hearts that crack when they remember a past, a father, mother, 

poverty. I am empathetic to my father shutting down in Kanas City. I empathetic to his 

refusal to remember, it stiffens the body. Disremembering as an act of remembrance. 

1.5 PRESERVATION 

 This project has had a significant effect on my physical and psychological well-

being, I attribute it to the subject matter and the intensity of spiritual experiences. Once, 

I contended that it was becoming an obsession, but it couldn’t have been because I’ve 

tried to burn it from my memory. I’ve tried to throw it away because of the mess it made. 

Twice, I started new work and things fell apart. It was precisely this falling apart that has 

been integral to keep going, to survive an existential split between knowing and 

knowing. In the intervals of my freefall (and the work’s collapse), I began to understand 

that black life and art is a tragic reckoning with coming undone. I recognized the 

transitory nature of things, of dreams. To refer back to Kevin Young, there must be 

flexibility in living and production, “a willingness to recognize the unfinished, process-

based quality of life and art, even taking pleasure in the incompleteness of being” (12). 

In my rigidity, I had to acquiesce to the incongruities of my black life and my family’s 

histories. 
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INTRODUCTION: ON EXTENDING THE MIDDLE PASSAGE 

I return to the Middle Passage to transform a politic of dislocation to one of 

recovery. In an attempt to engage with black female subjecthood and the emotional 

landscape of the slave trade, I produced a short story to reimagine history. “The Tale of 

the Circle of Spheres” is an origin story about my maternal lineage and continuing the 

family legacy. Before further discussing “The Tale of the Circle of Spheres,” I must first 

work through concepts that support extending the Middle Passage in order to draw a 

trace toward my maternal ancestry. As previously mentioned, at least 30,000 voyages 

transported captives from Africa before disembarking throughout Europe, America, and 

the Caribbean Islands. As a point of departure, the tale’s narrative originates with the 

Henrietta Marie slave ship and the site of its wreckage, in which I build an alternative 

account of origin, birth, loss, and death. 

In “Diasporic Landscapes and Longing,” author bell hooks argues that culturally 

critical practices must shift away from pedagogies informed by colonial discourse to 

strategies that “decenter, interrogate, and displace whiteness” (66). There is no 

escaping the voracity of colonialism and the effects of slavery; I do not wish to 

reproduce suffering without intention and care, yet I have a desire to locate certain 

slippages in failed disembarkments as a means for drawing attention to the individuals 

who perished, retaliated or took their own lives to escape captivity. I am invested in 

positioning a voice within the ocean to represent the spirits of those who were lost in 

the Atlantic Ocean: a hallowed space. In the tale, the spirits are unable to accept their 

deaths and seek revenge against the Henrietta Marie slave ship and crew members by 
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manifesting into oceanic swells and a fatal storm. Through building the narrative, I work 

within an anticolonial framework that bell hooks suggests should 

make room for an inclusive understanding of radical subjectivity that allows 
recognition and appreciation of the myriad ways individuals from oppressed 
or marginalized groups create oppositional cultural strategies that can be 
meaningfully deployed by everyone. This constructive cultural appropriation 
happens only as shifts in standpoint take place, when there is ongoing 
transformation of ways of seeing that sustain oppositional spheres of 
representation (66). 

 
The tale’s narrative is informed by the African diaspora,13 the ocean, loss and 

spiritual rebirth, in spite of the finiteness of physical death. I suggest that spirits can be 

reincarnated into other beings who operate in the physical world. This means that there 

is an awareness of ancestor spirits and that some kind of connective structure must 

exist between the spirit and physical world for generational continuity. My attempt is to 

reimagine the destruction to capture what “could’ve been” for a lineage that was 

abbreviated by colonial violence. By employing the Henrietta Marie slave ship as a 

historical marker to reference and break apart history, I am able to construct a 

speculative fiction around the presumed hurricane that caused the slaver to capsize 

near Key West Florida. Instead of death representing the end of life, I focus on the 

afterlife of spirits—an extension of life that imagines black existence otherwise, to refer 

back to Black Noetic Theory (BNT). I am writing about life in the place of death and this 

allows the tale’s characters to obtain a supernatural presence within the Atlantic Ocean. 

These characters command their own existence in order to continue a legacy. 

In the process of writing “The Tale of the Circle of Spheres,” I’ve thought about 

Saidiya Hartman’s critical fabulation, a writing methodology that considers the afterlife of 

                                                      

13 Dispersal of enslaved African peoples and African descendants 
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slavery. Hartman works between historical research, photographic archives and 

narrative writing to attempt “to say that which resists being said.”14 Critical fabulation 

enacts an expanded mode of production that takes up the archive, writes with it and 

against it to address the absent histories of the enslaved. By bridging critical theory with 

the speculative, Hartman is aware that such an investigation is enclosed within the limits 

of national possibility for black people. More importantly, instead of breaking within the 

breaks, Hartman breaks even through a revisionist form of writing that provides a voice 

to those unaccounted for or annihilated. 

2.1 THE ATLANTIC & THE HENRIETTA MARIE SLAVE SHIP 

May 2018, I traveled to Miami to screen UNDER BONE15 at Locust Projects. 

During my time in Florida, I became transfixed by the Atlantic Ocean. As a Southern 

California native, I have close proximity to the Pacific Ocean but rarely am I called to 

interact with this body of water; this wasn’t the case after visiting Florida. The weather 

seemed mercurial in a human, mood-like sense. There was some inarticulable 

calculatedness to its shifting climate. The heat of the sun seemed closer. It felt personal 

the way that it caressed my skin—the air tasted thick and left a residue on my hands. 

The landscape felt much more animated than the dryness of Southern California. 

Although, I felt something about the Atlantic, I didn’t go to the water because I was not 

called to engage. When I returned to California, I couldn’t stop thinking about it. I 

                                                      
14 Bulley, Victoria Adukwei. “Interview with Saidiya Hartman.” The White Review, no. 26, 2019. 
 
15 UNDER BONE (2017) a narrated experimental drama presented in vignettes that explore grief, 
matrilineality, and religious legacy, which is complicated by the presence of black queer intimacy. As an 
homage to my late grandfather, this film is concerned with ways of being, notions of life and absence of 
life, coupled with the ability to love and be loved. 
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wanted to know more about the Atlantic in that region, how it was used to transport 

black bodies. I wanted to know about the unmade lives in that ocean. 

What I’ve come to understand during my travels in the South is that I can sense 

the spirits of the past. As I have walked the land, I could feel the breath of voices filter 

through my body. I have felt emotions that were not mine. The spirits are ancient and 

sometimes angry, and our relationship muddied by my outsider position… my 

contemporariness. Typically, if I walk on a piece of land without clear intentions, the 

spirits inquire why I am there. If I have clear intentions, then they lead me as far as they 

feel comfortable. Sometimes they tip me off if there’s impending danger or if I need to 

be more aware of my surroundings. 

In Miami, I did not feel in danger, but I did not feel welcomed. However, when I 

visited Mississippi, I did sense danger. On an off day, I drove 2-hours to Clarksdale from 

Jackson to interview Zelena “Zee” Ratliff, owner of the historical Riverside Hotel.16 After 

driving through the backroads with faulty cellular service, I arrived at the establishment 

to learn that Miss Ratliff would not answer her phone. In my restlessness, I waited and 

tarried the area to wait around for her. After some time passed, I began to sense the 

spirits. In my frustration, I pushed against them and explored the area longer to buy 

more time, trusting that Miss Ratliff would call back. The spirits were unconcerned with 

my documentary interests and drove me out of town and it was possibly for my best 

interest because I didn’t want to get caught out after sundown. Along my commute back 

to Jackson, I pulled off a backroad and into a cornfield to capture footage—I thought I’d 

                                                      

16 Formerly the G.T. Thomas Afro-American Hospital where Bessie Smith was taken after a car accident 
and later died. The building was converted into The Riverside Hotel, hosting blues and jazz legends. 
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at least film something since the interview with Ratliff was a failure. In the cornfield, all 

of what I filmed was shaky even though the camera was on a tripod. Fear overcame me 

in a sudden rush, and I jumped back into the rental car. All in one motion, I dropped my 

camera in the passenger seat, started the ignition and skirted off. Just as I was 

whipping the car toward the main road another vehicle sped into the one-way entrance 

and tried to block me in. I maneuvered in such a way to force the other vehicle to veer 

just enough for me to squeeze past… whether the spirits my ancestors of spirits of the 

land, they let themselves be known in that moment. From my experience, the spirits 

manifest themselves in objects; sometimes, they are fleeting smells or shadows that 

dance on the wall from candle flickers or a sparkle on the tip of a rippling wave. What I 

know is that the spirits are always around, always pulsing. 

 
Figure 2.1 Circular Metafictions, 2019; image still. 

 
In the weeks following my trip to Miami, my dreams took a turn. I began to 

envision a black woman figure along an unknown peninsula. She often retreated into 

the ocean and collected its contents in a marred copper pot. The woman would emerge, 

skin and clothing bone-dry, as if she had never touched the sea water. Her walk was 

sturdy, and her encampment was encircled by large stone boulders. Most times, she 

appeared beneath the twilight, dancing a dance of lamentation and surrender. I did not 
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know who she was, I think she preferred it that way. The more she appeared in my 

dreams, the more I observed. 

In one dream, I hid in the trees and watched her at distance. The woman looked 

in my direction and spoke in a melodic tone, “You have nuthin’ to be ‘fraid of.” I had no 

idea what she was talking about and I shook myself awake. In another dream, she was 

lying on her back, elbows propped in the sand. The image was a jerky mess, but 

decipherable enough to watch. Her dress was hiked up around her waist and the ocean 

washed over her lower half. When she flung her head backward, my head rattled from 

her screaming. It appeared as if she was giving birth, but there was never a baby in 

sight—I was thoroughly confused. The dreams prompted me to write a feature-length 

film script, I struggled to interpret the birth and its meaning. Did the newborn get swept 

away in the ocean or was the birth symbolic? I began writing alternative versions to 

work through possible interpretations, nothing helped define it. I started researching 

Florida’s history with the Ocean and the Trans-Atlantic slave route, I stumbled upon the 

Henrietta Marie slave ship. 

In Seventeenth-Century Vehicle of the Middle Passage: Archaeological and 

Historical Investigations on the "Henrietta Marie" Shipwreck Site, archeologists David D. 

Moore and Corey Malcom suggest that the Henrietta Marie was a small slaver, 

presumably owned by a collective group. It operated as an interloper, “an independent 

slave ship actively breaking from the Royal African Company (RAC) monopoly” (26)—

the first of its kind to make voyages between 1698 and 1712. The earliest known 

reference of the ship appears in the 1697 will of crewman John Scorch of London, 

under Captain William Deacon. The ship voyaged from London to West Africa and 
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disembarked in Barbados. On June 10, 1698, the will of crewman Peter Christopherson 

orally dictated the “hazards of the slave trade to slave ship crews,” but failed to account 

for the captive’s condition. During the voyage, documentation confirmed that “188 

enslaved Africans” were sold in July 1698. Barbadian shipping records described the 

vessel being “114 tons, carrying eight guns with a crew of nine men. She imported 250 

Negro Slaves and about 100 Elephants teeth” before departing back to London. 

In less than a year later, the Henrietta Marie prepared for a second voyage to the 

West African coast with Captain John Taylor at the helm. It donned a new watch bell 

with its name engraved and dated: 1699. Shipping returns from Jamaica indicated “that 

the ship held a clearance certificate from London, dated September 5, 1699,” before its 

final voyage. Between September 21-23, 1699, the ship was bound for Guinea despite 

lack of documentation; there’s speculation that it arrived in Africa in the month of 

December 1699. On May 18, 1700, records provide that “190 slaves” (27) were brought 

into Jamaica under Captain Thomas Chamberlain, noting that Captain Taylor had either 

died or left the ship along the voyage. Shipping records also provide that the Henrietta 

Marie set sail for London on June 25, 1700 with goods, but no Africans aboard. 

Archeologists Moore and Malcom refer to a document “relating to the settling of the 

estate of Thomas Chamberlain in London, in November 1700, suggest[ing] some 

knowledge of the loss of the ship on its return voyage to London” (28). There is little 

information for the exact cause of the ship’s wreck, but a deadly hurricane may have 

been the culprit. 

In 1972, the wreckage was discovered by the Armada Research Corporation, a 

private shipwreck salvage project that conducts remote surveys throughout the Florida 
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Keys. While searching for a Spanish ship, shackles, pewterware, trade beads and 

elephant tusks were uncovered. Due to Florida archive laws, the recovery was limited to 

a few items for identification purposes. In 1983, Moore was employed by Mel Fisher, 

owner of the Armada Research Association to continue recovering artifacts from the 

shipwreck. In July of the same year, the Henrietta Marie’s bronze watch bell was 

discovered with both name and date legible. Since 1991, two known cannons and 

hundreds of other items have been featured in the “Spirits of the Passage” exhibition. 

The National Association of Black SCUBA Divers (NABSD) made efforts to bring 

the Henrietta Marie slave ship to the public eye, playing an integral role in the story’s 

telling and honoring the victims of the Trans-Atlantic slave trade. In The Wreck of the 

Henrietta Marie: An African American’s Spiritual Journey to Uncover a Sunken Ship’s 

Past, journalist Michael Cottman discusses his underwater expedition to the Henrietta 

Marie, describing a feeling of kinship with the ancestors. He writes about finding 

inspiration in those who survived in the New World as well as those who perished along 

the way. In the book’s introduction, Cottman contends that the “archeological aspects of 

the Henrietta Marie story provide palpable evidence of the journey of African peoples to 

the western hemisphere and their enslavement,” repositioning the generality of 

American history to a personalized perspective that emphasizes the atrocities of the 

slave trading system. In May 1993, the Black SCUBA Divers ventured to the site of the 

wreckage to perform a commemorative service. They placed an underwater memorial 

plaque to mark the “space/place where African peoples, over a period of four 

generations, lost their spirits and too many of their lives” (2). The plaque’s inscription 
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reads, “In memory and recognition of the courage, pain and suffering of enslaved 

African people. Speak her name and gently touch the souls of our ancestors.” 

2.2 ENGAGING THE DIGITAL ARCHIVE 

I found a segment from the History Channel’s “Deep Sea Detectives” (2003) on 

YouTube, in which the Henrietta Marie’s history, wreckage and excavations were 

explored by David D. Moore and Corey Malcolm. I saw archeologist’s underwater, 

three-dimensional models of the slave ship, and interview clips of Michael Cottman and 

other members of the Black SCUBA Divers Association. I was most taken aback by the 

scientific tools and equipment attached to the scuba diver’s bodies. From watching, the 

archeologists seemed to care more for the artifacts than for the captive’s deaths, of their 

spirits in the water. I fell silent as I watched. I thought about the archaeologists being 

descendants of slaveowners, ship builders and ironmakers. It was disorienting to watch 

their floating bodies move freely in the water, well-equipped with scuba tanks and diving 

masks to prolong their lives, in contrast to the abbreviated lives of African people. 

 
Figure 2.2 Deep Sea Detectives, 2003; image stills. 

 
Unceremoniously, I ripped the video from YouTube and imported it into the 

editing software. My eyes were drawn to the ocean’s vastness, the blueness of and its 

capabilities. I felt anger and sadness between the collection of broken ship and 

disintegrated bones scattered across the sea bottom. There’s something disturbing 
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about exhibiting iron shackles that once cuffed the wrists, necks and ankles of black 

bodies. I fast forwarded through the footage until I saw a gathering of black men, the 

Black SCUBA Divers, they were preparing to pay tribute to the spirits in the ocean. 

Michael Cottman appeared on screen and spoke about the excitement that the group 

usually feel before dives; he notes that it “was total silence. Nobody talked.” After the 3-

hour boat ride to the underwater wreck site, the Black SCUBA Divers joined in a circle 

for a ceremonial prayer and reading. Cottman continued, 

It had gotten very, very windy during the beginning of this reading. One of my 
dive buddy’s, Hank, turned to me and sa[id], ‘This is really unbelievable, do 
you feel this?’ The boat was just rocking from side to side, just rocking from 
side to side. As soon as we finished with this prayer and the reading, the sea 
was calm as glass. It was normal wind. 

Goosebumps ran up and down my arms as I watched. I didn’t get goosebumps because 

I was surprised. The ancestors showing up for the Black SCUBA divers wasn’t new to 

me, they most likely considered the monument to be an acceptable offering; I got 

goosebumps because it was affirming to hear Cottman speak about sensing ancestor 

spirits—he was talking about the connection between the spirit and physical world, the 

continuity of black life and legacy. I became less perturbed by the archeologists in the 

water and focused on the gift of having conscious awareness of ancestor spirits. This 

made me realize that the ancestors are selective with who they communicate with and it 

should not be taken lightly. 

My engagement with the archival footage continues to shift as I make meaning 

between personal realizations and the best practice for artistic rendering. First, I thought 

to record a vocal recitation of the tale and overlay it on the archival footage because I 

was interested in how the narrative would perform alongside footage of the Henrietta 

Marie’s visual destruction—characterizing the wreckage as a result of the ancestor 
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spirit’s retaliation against their deaths and enslavement. After various audio recording 

drafts, I felt that the audio constricted the footage. The audio was too heavy handed and 

didn’t give the viewer room to experience the footage without a narrative crutch. 

Temporarily, the archival footage occupies the first screen, while text from “The Tale of 

the Circle of Spheres” occupies the second screen. In this way, viewers may be able to 

arrive at the connections and conclusions by reading the narrative text in their own 

voice, an interior experience, alongside the footage. 

2.3 SCRIPT: “THE TALE OF THE CIRCLE OF SPHERES” 
 
STORYTELLER: I was burning an orange candle to move about the energy, to gather 
up the remains of what must be told: The Tale of the Circle of Spheres. The story goes 
that in her third trimester, the elders called upon Oma saying, “Child, it’s time.” The 
elders chose Oma in infancy, preparing her to become the Initiator of the Circle of 
Spheres. 
 
Knowing of her premature death, Oma’s purpose was to prevent a fracture in the cycle 
of her genealogical lineage. Oma would rise before the sun to learn about the land and 
water, the sky and winds. At night, the elders taught her of the sacred spell that could 
prevent the fracture in the cycle of the Circle of Spheres. The spell was an ancient 
magic that would form a seed inside the womb of the mother-beings to come and them 
that followed. 
 
The story goes that the Land of Lualla was overtaken by a soulless people made of 
white noise and fire in their eye. The soulless slaughtered the elders and seized the 
strong with iron chains, ripping home out of their chests. One by one, they were packed 
in the hold of the Henrietta Marie and Oma was among them. 
 
The Spirit of the Elders gathered as the ocean body and called upon the Great Spirits of 
the Past to fall from the heavens and become the wind. The ocean cried loudly, and the 
wind hissed, swirling the ship about the waves. Oma clutched her belly and the unborn 
child thrashed against her body like the waves against the ship. She knew that it was 
time. 
 
Oma’s belly started to glow a gorgeous gold, then turned into a blinding light that shot 
out of her navel. She felt a pain in the space between her hips and the deepest red 
liquid trickled down her legs. Oma began to convulse, and iron gripped tight around her 
neck. Oma was losing herself. 
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Fighting death, she uttered the sacred spell: “Before the call ends, the response has 
already begun.” The Spirit of the Elders heard her and blessed her namesake, then 
Oma gave up the ghost. When the ship crew discovered Oma’s body, they tossed her 
into the waters. The Spirit of the Elders rose up and pulled Oma below the deep. 
 
Upon the ship’s return to London, the Spirit of the Elders sought revenge. The sky 
turned black and they gathered in the waters again. The ocean was a wild tempest and 
the Great Spirits of the Past fell into the sky as a mighty wind, ripping apart the ship’s 
mast. 
 
The ocean formed itself into a mouth and broke into the ship’s body. The mouth dipped 
into the ocean, then rose again, devouring the soulless and the Henrietta Marie. When it 
was done, the Great Spirits of the Past fled back into the heavens and the wind ceased. 
 
The waves undulated into delicate whirling ripples, Oma’s body levitated to ocean’s 
surface line: half submerged. The Spirit of the Elders encased Oma in a shell of 
seawater, lifted her into the sky and spoke in a gurgle of sound, then plunged Oma 
below the deep once again. 
 
The story goes that the Spirit of the Elders formed an enigma of Oma’s essence and 
saltwater, and called it Silver Queen. The Spirit of the Elders spit her out on the 
peninsula and separated themselves, the ocean was still. 
 
Each day, Silver Queen would rise before the sun and learn of the land and water, of 
the sky and winds. Her belly glowed a gorgeous gold and the ocean of voices spoke 
comfort to her spirit. At night, the ocean taught her about Oma, the fracture in the Circle 
and the sacred spell. Silver Queen learned of her creation and purpose, which was to 
complete the cycle of the Circle of Sphere’s with the birth of a legacy. 
 
And so, it was. After the afterbirth, Silver Queen blew smoke over the Atlantic 
acknowledging the elders, Oma and the mother-beings that followed. Silver Queen 
spoke into the future saying, “Tell it how it is, so the children may know.” 
 
And so, the story goes that the echoes of Oma and Silver Queen did continue… 
 
2.4 ANCESTORS IN THE FEMININE 

The short story draws inspiration from the Art Ensemble of Chicago’s record, 

“Illistrum.” The Art Ensemble of Chicago is a pan-African free-jazz band whose sonic 

fusion spans rehearsal practice and Avant Garde forms. “Illistrum” erupts in a 

soundscape of crashing cymbals, clinking bells and wailing horns but is hushed by a 

vocal recitation performed by bandmember, Joseph Jarman: 
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Odawalla came through the people of the Sun into the gray haze of the ghost 
worlds. Vanished legions, crowding bread lines-the people of the Sun coated 
with green chalk all kinds of warm light between them destroyed for the silver 
queen of the ghost worlds wild beasts such as dogs gone mad and lechers-
the wanderers. 
 
Odawalla came through the people of the Sun to warn them of the vanished 
legions and to teach them how they may increase their bounty through the 
practice of the drum and silent gong as taught by Odawalla, 
 
was realized on seeing one another they transformed themselves in to one 
the hand the other the left big toe of Kaw Zu Pa (the one who creates the 
door through the passage on the hill of Quan Bu Ka) their purpose, to guide 
the people of the Sun as they sought knowledge of the door through the grey 
haze. 

 
Presented here is only partial transcription of Jarman’s narration, however, what’s most 

significant are the themes of self-realization and purpose. I understand the piece being 

about a sleeping generation’s conscious awakening and transformation. Odawalla came 

through to warn the people and teach them how to gain knowledge in order to remove 

themselves from the grey haze. Odawalla teaches them through percussion 

instruments, which are known to be the underlying tempo or pulse in building music. 

Percussive tempos provide a meter for synchronicity and asynchronicity, a critical 

component to sound structure, cohesion, accompaniment and improvisation; the music 

always returns back to the original tempo, structure. I think that Jarman is using sound 

and silence as a metaphor for language. A coded, interior language or a collective 

knowing, similar to what Kevin Young details as the captives’ inner “compass…serv[ing] 

as a measure of a boundless desire for freedom” (22). This is akin to the encoded maps 

and messages in slave songs and negro spirituals that chart the art of survival and 

escape. With Odwalla’s teaching, the people would learn to escape their psychological 

confinement. This coded practice, so to speak, is established through a commonness of 

spirit since Odawalla “came through” the people of the Sun. This signifies that there is a 
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bond or cultural ethos between the two since Odawalla could speak to the people—

possibly through an understanding of struggle or fracture. 

“The Tale of the Circle of Spheres” is a literary example of Black Noetic Theory’s 

borrowing of fugitive traditions, which produces new experiments for the black being 

living in constant dispossession. Saidiya Hartman’s critical fabulation allows me to 

reconfigure the Henrietta Marie and its relationship to black bodies. I was able to write 

with and against the ship’s documented history as a method for countering physical 

death. The Art Ensemble of Chicago’s “Illistrum” was instrumental in the narrative’s 

construction, in a sense, both narratives maintain African customs that meditate on 

individual purpose, completion and generational continuity. 

The thesis begs the question of what it means to know (noun): have factual 

knowledge of an origin or beginning. It is also concerned with what it means to know 

(verb): perceive or understand as fact; to be cognizant of or aware of some 

circumstance or occurrence; to have information about something—this work has 

everything to do with origin and the presence of ancestor spirits. In “The Tale of the 

Circle of Spheres,” I employ fiction to extend the meaning of the Middle Passage by 

creating two black female ancestor characters. Their storylines demonstrate a 

commitment to purpose and continuity of generational lineage. Oma and Silver Queen 

allow me to shape an origin point, but they are also the departure from which I draw the 

trace toward my maternal biographical historiography. 

As artist-writer, I take an authoritative position in creating the fiction and visual 

rendering of the origin story. As dana washington-queen, I have a longing to know my 

origin, however, I do not have tangible evidence of where my maternal ancestry begins. 
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Therefore, through the fragments that I’ve gathered about my maternal grandparents 

and interactions with the Atlantic Ocean, I am able to step into the role as artist to 

imagine an origin. Since both positions are tethered, the strategy of fiction becomes a 

meta-fiction. I am aware that my origin cannot be known due to the lack of evidence, 

however, by linking African and black diasporic cosmologies (a system of beliefs that 

describe the origin or structure of a universe), I can fictionalize a relationship between 

the Henrietta Marie slave ship, the figure in my dream-visions and ancestor spirits in the 

physical world. “The Tale of the Circle of Spheres” is the precursor to the interactions 

with my maternal grandmother’s spirit, Bee. Certain encounters with her have led me to 

think about my life’s purpose and potentials, specifically, with what it means to receive 

messages and know. Details about my experiences with the spirit world will be 

discussed in Part III: we gather together in thy name. 

When I think about the ancestors, 
I think in the feminine. 

 
In “Tale of the Circle of Spheres,” Oma represents the origin’s formation. She is 

tasked with initiating and completing the first cycle of the Circle of Spheres by giving 

birth to a child. When Oman became a woman, the elders held a ceremony for her, and 

she was impregnated by a spell and the cycle of the Circle thus began. In her third 

trimester of pregnancy, the Land of Lualla is conquered by colonists and Oma perishes 

in route to Jamaica. The elders are angered and cause the Henrietta Marie to capsize 

on its journey back to London. The collective energy of the elder spirits form the Silver 

Queen, who completes Oma’s original task by giving birth and continuing the legacy. 
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Figure 2.3 How the Light Falls / Circular Metafictions, 2018; still image. 

 
On the Circle in The Circle of Spheres 

The circle symbol is present throughout African and black cultures. It appears in 

the form of prayer, ring shouts, and cosmology systems. The symbol in “The Tale of the 

Circle of Spheres” is a fictional cosmology that represents the origin’s development and 

the relationship between the spirit and physical worlds (i.e. past, present and future). 

The symbol takes its reference from Joseph Jarman’s description of a spiral of sound 

discussed in an interview in Coda: The Jazz Magazine: 

Peter Kostakis: On that album [Together Alone, 1971] …you combined vocal 
recitations by Anthony Braxton and yourself with discordant flutes, and 
miscellaneous percussions. The result was a textually very dense collage. 
What do you think are the advantages to this kind of approach? 

 
Joseph Jarman: Well, I don’t know what the advantages of that musical 
approach are, but we create problems to make life interesting. And whether 
we create them in the creation of music, or the creation of a poem, or the 
creation of a play, or the creation of a hot date, it’s all the same. So that 
technique has been around for a long time, this overlay. But we can find the 
bottom of it in many cultures—that’s the same type of thing, basically, as a 
“call and response”. Before the “call” is out completely, the “response” begins 
to come in. That’s the same thing as a canon. That’s the same thing as the 
reading of the sutras in Tantric Buddhist practices. They’ll start to read one 
part of the sutra, and that will be followed by the same part immediately at a 
different tone. So, that’s nothing extraordinary. What we were trying to do 
there was create a circle that was included. And it becomes a spiral, as you 
say, a collage, density, there. And that’s what it is, it’s a spiral (3). 
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The “Circle of Spheres” comes out of Jarman’s explanation of call and response, 

which is an overlaying of sounds to create an infinite reference. In this case, the symbol 

refers to an overlaying of worlds to create infinite generation continuities from Oma and 

Silver Queen’s legacy. I work through my interpretation of the circle symbol in terms of 

(1) the circularity of time: how the present is informed by the past and the future, and to 

think about (2) the continuity between worlds: spirit and physical. Here, the symbol can 

be understood as a network and process that connects origins to endings, histories to 

futures. The documentary features a spherical orb17 that visually represents the “Circle 

of Spheres” and network. I am equally interested in how the “Circle of Spheres” 

functions as: (1) a sacred space, where order is created; (2) as a container for holding; 

(3) as a continuous point of reference to history, memory, knowledge and ancient 

wisdom; and, (4) as a cypher, where communication occurs, circulates, and overlaps. 

 
Figure 2.4 Orb, 2020; still image. 

 
2.5 FILM PRODUCTION: IMAGINING AN ORIGIN 

January 2019, I was back in Miami with Kayla Reefer (camera operator) and 

Thalma de Freitas (Brazilian actress-singer) to film How the Light Falls. The woman in 

                                                      

17 3D orb made by artist Richard Brown (AKA Irvin Brown, AKA AshTreJinkins) 
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my dream-visions materialized into the Silver Queen and Thalma assumed the role. 

One the first day of production, we trekked through Oleta State Park, a swampy oasis 

on the Biscayne Bay to search for a space in the woods to shoot an introduction scene 

of Silver Queen. Kayla followed behind Thalma with a handheld camera as they crept 

through trees and bended beneath branches. I wanted to maintain a sense of mystery 

to build intensity around the character. Afterwards, we searched the swamp to set up 

the dance ritual scene. I had no visual reference, however, Thalma was kind enough to 

demonstrate a swaying movement with her body and captured the essence of a 

ceremonial dance. I asked Kayla to film in slow-motion with periodic zooming to 

continue building intensity for the water-birth segment. We found a spot that provided 

diffused overhead lighting—I wasn’t concerned about patchy shadows since I knew the 

footage would be graded to black-and-white, and the shadowiness would lend to the 

mystery. I asked Thalma to stand in front of what appeared to be a large formation of 

earth and debris that created a kind of wooded cove, while Kayla positioned herself 

about 5-10 feet away with the camera on a tripod. I removed a glass bowl from my 

backpack and other objects to build an altar for the ritual dance. I placed it at Silver 

Queen’s feet, the altar is not visible in the footage, but it was important to set intentions 

for the use of land and potentially, calling in the ancestors. 

The swamp’s atmosphere became our soundscape for the scene, we did not 

have music to guide Silver Queen’s dance. I wanted Thalma to turn inward and embody 

a ritual in her own spiritual practice. Thalma hummed to herself for a moment and her 

body wound up in motion, her eyes glazed over as she tapped into some other realm 

and became Sliver Queen. Thalma appeared to be spellbound. We filmed her over 
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three takes and each time, Thalma seemed to be transported elsewhere. Between 

takes, I consulted with Thalma asking if she was okay and she would snap out of the 

daze just as quickly as she was consumed by it. 

 
Figure 2.5 How the Light Falls / Circular Metafictions, 2018, image still. 

 
The next day we rested. I focused on locking down a location to film the water-

birth scene since the swamp had alligator sightings. I searched Google for other watery 

areas and chanced upon Virginia Key Beach, a historic “colored only” beach in the 

1940s. According to Virginia Beach Park history, the site was a social gathering place 

and a sacred site for religious services. In the 1980s the beach park was closed due to 

high maintenance costs; it was established as a historic site in 2002 and reopened to 

the public in 2008. I wanted to scout the location, but it was too costly to Uber to and 

from the Airbnb across multiple days. I trusted my gut and let Kayla and Thalma know 

that we would get up early to film at the beach. 

 Before sunrise, we were in the Uber. I was excited and optimistic, even though I 

had no idea how things would pan out, but we couldn’t have passed up the chance to 

film on a historic black beach. I thought about what it meant for us to be on that land 

and in the Atlantic Ocean. I thought about the significance of filming the water-birth 

scene and if it would impact us emotionally. When we arrived, the beach’s gate was 

locked. A signpost displayed that it would be opened after sunrise, so we waited in the 
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Uber patiently until the sun rose. I was disappointed because I wanted to film the scene 

as the sun rose, when the sky and water were the same hue of blue. A vehicle pulled 

behind us and a group of beachgoers got out and walked past the locked gate. I looked 

at everyone and said, “Do you guys just want to go?” We piled out of the Uber and 

walked toward the shore. The location seemed suitable, and the ocean smelled fresh. 

Kayla filmed our surroundings, while Thalma got acquainted with the water. I asked 

Kayla to capture specific angles and performed actions, but as the sun rose higher, the 

hotter it got, and the more difficult things got. Sand mites began to appear, and Kayla 

was struggling to keep the camera steady from the bites; Thalma was already waist-

deep in the ocean—I think she was having a personal experience. We briefly convened 

and I encouraged everyone to do the best they could with the circumstances. 

 
Figure 2.6 How the Light Falls / Circular Metafictions, 2018; image still. 

 
In the dream-visions, I didn’t know if the birth was literal or symbolic. I didn’t 

understand why the woman figure was revealed to me or what our relationship was. 

However, what I’ve come to learn is that process is painful. The woman had gone 

through a process: performed a ritual dance ceremony and gave birth to something. 

Oma had gone through a process: participated in a conception ceremony and carried a 

child. Silver Queen’s process was to finish Oma’s process by giving birth. For me, this 

documentary has been a process. I’ve spent over three years researching, writing, 
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filming and editing footage, attempting to make sense of personal revelations and 

transformations in relation to the work. It’s been messy and agonizing, but I’ve learned 

to search for meaning in the process and not just artistic results. I’ve learned to be 

flexible and accept the twists and turns of life and art production. 

The documentary’s translation of Silver Queen’s birth symbolizes memory (past, 

ancestors) and future (continuing a legacy): The Queen family, my maternal lineage. 

The completion of the first cycle of the Circle of Spheres is the departure from where I 

draw the trace to the most known generation, my grandparents: Charles C. Queen and 

Elvira L. Banks. 

The Department of Commerce-Bureau of the Census Fifteenth Census of the 

United State 1930 document lists my great-grandparents, Farrell and Rosa Queen and 

their children: Ida B, James, Olea, Fallie, Ruby and Charles; not listed on this document 

are Robert, Nona, Velton, Margarette and Mary-Taylor. My grandfather, Charles Carl 

Queen was a yellow, slender boy with red hair. When I worked at Strait-Way church, he 

told me about his involvements in football and track and field, and that his interest was 

piqued by a girl at his school. The Department of Commerce-Bureau of the Census 

Fifteenth Census of the United State 1940 document lists my great-grandparents 

Tommie Banks and Annie Williams, with Elvira Louise Banks being seven years of age 

with five other siblings. Elvira was a stout girl who played on the school basketball team, 

and my grandfather would watch her. He often asked her out on dates, but each time 

she would decline. Whenever my grandfather retold the story to me, he mimicked Elvira 

playfully saying, “I ain’t stuntin’ you. I ain’t stuntin’ you.” My grandfather was persistent 
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in asking Elvira out, and finally, she gave in after her friend or sister began dating one of 

my grandfather’s brothers. 

 
Figure 2.7 Charles Queen and Elvira Banks; image scan. 

 
I asked artist Kimberly Heard to create a 2D black-and-white animation that could 

encompass the passage of time of my grandparents’ courtship, childbearing and hasty 

migration to Los Angeles. I heard stories about my grandfather being instructed to leave 

Mississippi after refusing to cross the street for white people to pass. By the 1950’s, the 

Queens were in South Central Los Angeles, operating Strait-Way Apostolic Church and 

their family was growing—in total, they had 10 children.  
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Part III: 
 

here we gather in thy name 
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INTRODUCTION: ON INTERIORITY 

My work is about the interiority. It is a direct result of the spirit world manifesting 

in the physical. Art production has become the ceremony for which to honor the 

ancestors (remembrance) and to acknowledge the gifts that they’ve bestowed. As a 

black, queer and non-binary person, I am at a disadvantage, often unprotected and 

obscured by federal law. Because of the disruptive ways that I choose to express my 

blackness, gender and sexuality, I am forced to operate in the world more cautiously. As 

a result, I internalize experiences differently, and thus my art production is implicated by 

this. As an artist, my objective is to make sense of how I understand my place in world, 

how I makes sense of hyperawareness, and how I make sense of what it means to be 

led by the ancestors. The work reflects the inner workings of my psyche and spirit and 

the outcome may not always be clear to others. However, my intention is to present a 

different way of seeing black life and understanding the black interior in audiovisual 

forms. 

I receive most of my creative ideas through dream-visions. For instance, UNDER 

BONE originated in a series of dreams, it’s the reason why it feels timeless. The film is 

anchored by my grandfather’s religious legacy and my grandmother’s spiritual 

manifestation through the numerical value: 1016. Cinema and video production provide 

an opportunity to experiment with autobiography and fiction, to push the boundaries of 

genre and spectatorship. I find that blurring the line of reality and the imaginary 

produces a dislocating effect in the viewer, an attempt to translate the incoherencies in 

black life and being.  
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3.1 MAPPING TRANCE: ON CEREMONY, RELIGION, INDICA & LUCID DREAMING 

On Ceremony 

Ceremony requires the human body and consciousness. Ceremony requires the 

human body and consciousness to observe a set of formal acts: a sacred process. 

Ceremony is a sacred process guided by the human body and consciousness. 

Ceremony is a sacred process that requires the human body and consciousness to be 

in alignment with an observed set of formal acts. Ceremony is a sacred process. 

Ceremony is a sacred process channeled through the human body and consciousness. 

Ceremony is a sacred process that requires self-surrender. Ceremony is a sacred 

process guided by the human body and consciousness, which requires self-surrender 

for the manifestation of another kind of energy: a spiritual entity. Ceremony requires 

self-surrender in order for the spiritual entity to manifest in the human body and 

consciousness. Ceremony requires the human body and consciousness to surrender, 

which allows the manifestation of a spiritual entity. Ceremony is a sacred process that 

requires self-surrender for the manifestation of a spiritual entity, and this allows for 

multiple spiritual entities to co-exist in the human body and consciousness. Ceremony 

requires that the (1) sacred process and (2) manifestation of a spiritual entity have (3) 

synergy in the human body and consciousness. 

Ceremony requires that the (1) sacred process, (2) manifestation of a spiritual 

entity, and their (3) synergy can lead the human body and consciousness into a trance 

state once surrender happens. When the human body and consciousness are led into a 

trance state, the phenomenon can manifest externally into any physical expression that 

the spiritual entity commands or demands of the human body and consciousness. 
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Trance state and its expression operate in what is called a threshold space, a liminal 

space between consciousness and unconsciousness. Trance state expression can be 

accessed through religious and spiritual practices, music, and medicinal 

experimentation to name a few. In DUB: Finding Ceremony, Alexis Gumbs pens that a 

“planetary scale of communication” exists and trance state expression is another mode 

of communication. I contend that ceremony is bound up in the pursuit of trance state 

and trance state expression as a method for remembering and honoring the ancestors, 

to preserve the diaspora and its varied cultural traditions. 

On Religion 
 

I am most familiar with trance state in organized religion. I’m a Christian, baptized 

and filled with the Holy Spirit as the Spirit gave me the gift to speak in other tongues. I 

was raised in Strait-Way Apostolic Church and attended until I was 30 years of age. My 

grandfather presided over Strait-Way well into his eighties. His dedication was either a 

calling or barter with Elohim (transliterated18 Hebrew word for “God”). As a young man 

in Vicksburg, he was drafted into the army; not willing to die in no white man’s war, he 

begged God to get him out alive. My grandfather promised that if his life was spared 

that he’d give it to the Lord… and he was discharged. 

In my youth, I watched my grandfather preach so fervently that the congregation 

reached trance state. I watched the Sounds of Holiness choir sing with so much energy 

that the congregation reached trance state. I watched my mother play the organ so 

gracefully that the congregation reached trance state. What I know about religious 

                                                      

18 My grandfather studied Greek and Hebrew to better exegete scriptures. His sermons felt more like 
grammar school, less about emotions and more about education. He was one of few Black pastors in Los 
Angeles to speak the languages, offering classes at his bible college, Total Word Concept Institute. 
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trance state and trance state expression is that if people surrendered to God, then the 

Holy Spirit may be able to manifest itself within them. Parishioners can receive the Holy 

Spirit through praise and worship songs, anointed prayer, water baptism, fasting, 

glossolalia19, and etcetera. 

 
Figure 3.1 Anita Queen (mother); image scan. 

When I spoke in tongues with my grandfather, I was operating in a threshold or 

liminal space. My body was possessed by a spiritual entity that I could not control, and I 

felt differently. I cannot identify the entity, but I was different when it came into my body 

and when it left my body. How can you describe the feeling of being conscious while 

some other consciousness possesses your body? How do you describe trance state 

expression? In my journal, I illustrated the feeling in the context of cinema: 

Imagine that you are watching a motion picture. Imagine if a portion of that 
motion picture becomes overtaken by a spontaneous spreading of white-
orange and yellow light. This could potentially mean that that external light 
has made contact with the celluloid film inside of the camera. Imagine if that 
piece of celluloid film was processed and edited into a sequence and that 
sequence is the portion of the motion picture that you are watching. Perhaps, 
you can perceive that this outcome (external light interacting with the celluloid 
film) is a phenomenon. 

                                                      

19 The phenomenon of speaking in other languages in religious worship; or the Holy Spirit giving someone 
the ability to speak in tongues; a divine speech. 
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It is a layering of events: (1) original film sequence, (2) an interruption of 
external light, and (3) external light overlaying the original film sequence. 
Because the original film sequence has been implicated by an external light, 
then the motion picture becomes a conversation with and about the 
unexpected. 
 
It becomes a conversation about a union of two events: 

 
(a) what was happening first (original film sequence). 

& 
(b) what is happening now (external light overlaying original film  
sequence). 

 
OR 

 
In terms of trance state: 
 

a) consciousness (real-time). 
& 

b) secondary consciousness possessing the body (concurrently). 
 

A doubling happens. An overlaying of sequences OR events OR 
consciousnesses. An abstracted dialogue with and between multiple entities 
OR worlds existing in one (1) space OR one (1) body. 
 
= 
 
Synergism between: human body + consciousness + spiritual entity. 

 
 
 
 

I have the gift of foresight, or precognition, if you will. 
This ability is experienced through lucid dream-visions 

&/or smoking marijuana. 
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On Indica Strains 

Prior to graduate school, I had been indifferent about marijuana. However, with 

the stresses of having a black queer body in academia (and America) it’s been 

necessary for my healing. With use, I’ve learned that certain strains allow me to access 

a psychic ability in a conscious, woke state. I can envision future scenarios in vivid, 

cinematic snapshots. For instance, a few days before my wedding ceremony, my wife 

and I were in bed smoking, and I foresaw our ceremony. In the vision, our chosen family 

was crowded around our long wooden table in the sunroom, their eyes and smiles were 

wide with glee. A couple weeks later, our ceremony was exactly what was revealed. 

The first time that I smoked weed, I realized that I could access other parts of my 

brain or maybe because the weed was laced. The result was hours of hallucinations 

and with each episode, my cartoonish imaginings grew more intense than the last: 

visceral and irrational. My point-of-view was always from the angle of a micro-human. It 

was Honey I Shrunk the Kids trapped inside of a ketchup stain on Doug Funnie’s 

sweater vest,20 I watched the world between threads of green, wooly fiber. An hour 

later, I was still micro-size but perched on a lily pad in OutKast’s “Sorry Ms. Jackson” 

music video. The scale of the world was gorgeous and terrifying. The sounds washed 

over me like ocean. The other ways that I could exist in the world changed my 

perception of seeing. In the pursuit of equilibrium, I hovered over the toilet and vomited 

poison out of my body; because I’m a positivist, this experience (along with speaking in 

tongues with my grandfather), possibly untapped a psychic sense in me. I think it 

opened a portal to the spirit world. 

                                                      
20 Doug, an animated television series on the Nickelodeon network, 1991-1994. 
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On Lucid Dreaming 

I have this running joke that I’m living a double life: one in reality, and another in 

my dreams. I’ve struggled with sleep deprivation because the spirit world emerges in 

lucid dream states. Lucid dreaming is a hybridity of sleep-wokeness involving 

consciousness and hallucinatory activity. The prefrontal cortex and parietal cortex (front 

and center parts of the brain) are engaged during lucid dream phenomenon, their 

functions include cognition, memory, self-reflection and sensory processing. A study by 

the Wisconsin Institute for Sleep and Consciousness determined that “frequent lucid 

dreaming is associated with increased functional connectivity between [the] anterior 

prefrontal cortex and temporoparietal association areas, regions normally deactivated 

during sleep” (Baird, Castenovo, Gosseries, Tononi). In other words, certain brain 

functions, typically active during waking hours, are known to activate during sleep, and 

occur outside of an individual’s perception. Lucid sleepers can become aware of their 

perception unlike sleepers experiencing ordinary dream states. 

I often wake up woozy from the lack of sleep, my brain constantly active from 

receiving visions and processing how they relate to me, my family and art projects. My 

body holds anxiety like a water a sponge and sleep deprivation amplifies the stressors 

that come with dream-visions. Over time, I’ve learned that there are differences in 

dream-visions, and they vary based on their legibility and urgency. Low stakes visions 

allow me to see how certain events, presentations and screenings will play out. Other 

times, it’s more complex. It’s complex in the sense of knowing that a friend should 

check-in with their family because something feels off. 
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3.2 THE MANIFESTATIONS OF A GRANDMOTHER SPIRIT 

As mentioned before, this thesis begs the question of what it means to know, 

whether it’s an origin or have psychic sensibilities. In receiving visions, knowing is also 

bound to the content (or message), which is impacted by the amount of information, or 

lack thereof. With a lack of information, I find myself burdened by unanswered 

questions: What am I supposed to do? How are the missing parts found? If the missing 

parts aren’t found will something bad happen? This leads to a secondary issue: dream 

interpretation. From what I understand, receiving messages is my gift, not so much 

interpreting them, and I am deeply afraid of visions I cannot interpret. 

The Notes application in my iPhone cites the earliest transcribed vision on 

November 2, 2014. I won’t go into specifics, but I assume that it was the first vision that 

scared me enough to write it down. I have consistently received visions from that date 

onward and between 2016 and 2017, my grandmother’s spirit began to manifest 

through: 1016. 

 By the end of 2016, my grandfather’s health began to decline. I moved back in 

with my mother and my bedroom was a mattress shoved in the corner of the living 

room. In that space, there is a floor-to-ceiling built-in bookshelf and the accessible 

shelves are jammed with encyclopedias, books by black authors and my grandfather’s 

Greek and Hebrew books. The uppermost shelves are occupied by family portraits, high 

school diplomas and a portrait of my grandmother, Elvira.21 When I’d lay in bed, I’d stare 

at the portrait and ruminate on what could’ve been if she was alive. It never felt as if I 

was just gazing at a photograph. It felt similar in the way that you gaze at a collection of 

                                                      

21 Nicknamed Bee, Bebe. 
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dolls… something is there. Nothing eerie happened with the portrait, but I started to 

acknowledge Bebe’s presence. I thanked her for loving my grandfather and for 

continuing the Queen legacy with him. I often spoke, “I hope you’re okay. I know that 

you’re here.” And, she was. 

One evening, I was home alone and in bed. I checked my phone and it read: 

10:16 PM. Realizing that I hadn’t eaten dinner, I walked into the kitchen to warm up 

leftovers. Rummaging through the fridge, I grabbed containers of food to hodgepodge a 

meal together, and upon opening the microwave, I noticed the clock still read: 10:16 

PM. Uncomfortably, I laughed and put the plate of food inside the microwave and 

pressed the buttons. While dinner was heating up, I walked upstairs to my mother’s 

room and grabbed a few paper towels from the master bathroom. When I stepped back 

into the bedroom, I caught that her alarm clock also read: 10:16 PM. I froze. Logically, 

the passage of time should’ve been well beyond 10:16 PM, and I was spooked. Things 

felt strange because what was happening felt like a sign. It felt like someone was trying 

to get my attention. And, she was. 

In most horror films, the black person is the first to run because the black person 

is the first to die. If I was going to die in my mama’s house, then I wanted to have 

evidence at the very least. I swung out of the bedroom door, flew down all 18 stairs to 

grab my phone on the mattress, then flew up all 18 with the phone switched to video 

mode. I was ready to die for whatever this was going to be. I filmed the alarm clock 

knowing that it was Bebe, but I was also aware that I knew nothing about how the spirit 

world worked. I filmed in the dark because I didn’t want to manipulate reality. I didn’t 

want to disturb my grandmother’s presence. Since that evening, I’ve seen 1016 on 
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clocks, signs, computer screens, car speedometers, everywhere. Similar to how there 

are differences in dream-visions, 1016 has different meanings as well, either the feeling 

is light and airy (comforting) or heavy and chilling (troubling). 

 
Figure 3.2 UNDER BONE, 2017; image still. 

 
By early 2017, I was awaiting admission into the University of California-San 

Diego; a few months before, I quit working at the church. My grandfather and I hadn’t 

spoken since that day and I was eager to know how he was doing. My mother 

scheduled a visit at his Baldwin Hills home, and I asked to join. Allegedly, he was 

receiving in-home care due to a lingering throat and lung issue, but there was chatter of 

neglect. 

We walked up to the front door and my mother rang the doorbell. P (his second 

wife) answered the door. We exchanged pleasantries and P led us into my 

grandfather’s office. The room was hot from a plug-in heater and he was seated in a 

cushioned chair wearing jeans and a thick sweater. My mom pulled up a seat next to 

her father, I hugged him and sat down a few feet away. P tried to make conversation, 

but my mother’s attention was for her father and P left the room. Since I had no 

business in grown folk’s conversation, I made myself invisible.  
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My mother asked him how he felt, if he was being treated well and what he was 

eating. His eyes were bright at the sight of his daughter, but his voice was a scraggily 

whisper. Disappointment spread across my mother’s face and I pretended to not listen. 

As they spoke, he reminisced about the past, specifically about his time with Bebe. My 

mother listened intently, caressing his hand and bald head. She was overly affectionate, 

hurting for her father and I could tell that he was ashamed that we were seeing him in a 

weakened state. This throat issue sickened me because he dedicated his life to 

preaching, and the thing that forsakes him is his voice. I re-adjusted in my seat and 

momentarily his voice sounded louder than it really was. “October 16th was the last time 

your mother and I had dinner together,” he mused. “What?!” I screamed internally. I 

pulled my out phone to record the conversation, but his voice was too much of a 

whimper… the audio was illegible. I opened the Notes app and typed: 

October 16, 1979, my grandmother fell ill during dinner, an ambulance was 
called. It’s to my knowledge that she was transported to the hospital and 
never returned home. November 4, 1979, she succumbed to breast cancer 
complications. 

 

 
Figure 3.3 Charles C. Queen, 2013 and Elvira “Bebe” Queen, 1978; polaroid scan. 
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3.3 FILM PRODUCTION: GEOGRAPHICAL LANDSCAPE 

July 21, 2019, I flew into Jackson, Mississippi from Dallas, Texas after shooting a 

film for a colleague. I was in filmmaker mode both spiritually and physically, prepared to 

get whatever necessary for my project. Excitement welled within me, although I was 

unsettled by traveling alone. Weeks before, my mother and I had a misunderstanding 

about her travel fare, and it had been decided that she wouldn’t be joining me. This 

change shifted my plans significantly, but I was determined to explore and film as much 

as possible. 

Since learning about the significance of 1016, I’ve been very intentional about 

honoring my grandparents. Every year on my grandmother’s birthday, I wear a shirt with 

her portrait, date of birth and date of death. On my grandfather’s birthday, the family 

celebrates him on September 3rd, despite birth records listing August 6, 1929. I also 

celebrate the on the days that they passed. On July 22, 2017, my grandfather died at 

Kindred Hospital in Los Angeles, California. I was now in his home state to pay homage 

on the second year anniversary of his passing. I planned to visit his childhood home in 

Vicksburg and build an altar with a candle, flowers and prayers. 

When the plane landed, I secured a rental car and drove directly to the Airbnb. I 

stowed my equipment in a closet space farthest from the front door, then searched for a 

restaurant nearby. I drove less than four miles away to Half Shell Oyster House, 

situated next to a Hilton Hotel with the state’s flag soaring in the sky. Before traveling to 

Mississippi, I researched the flag and knew it donned the confederate emblem; nothing 

could describe the way that fear ricocheted off every bone in my body while there. 

Seeing the confederate emblem in the South hits differently than in any California city. I 
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took video of the flag and sent it to my wife for discussion later. I entered the eatery and 

sat at the bar to have better sight and access to the entrance. I ordered a beer, two 

dozen oysters and seafood pasta. I also took video of my food, posted it on my 

Instagram Instastory and tagged the location. I also texted the Airbnb’s address and 

videos to a couple friends for a record of my whereabouts. At the bar, I made 

conversation with the bartender and he insisted on calling me “Lil baby.” I played along 

and settled into the atmosphere of the South. While I ate, I plugged the Vicksburg 

address into the Waze GPS phone application to see how far it was from the Airbnb: 50-

minutes. After dinner, I drove to Target for cereal, milk and snacks for the next day, then 

headed back to the Airbnb. For the rest of the night, I spoke on the phone with my wife, 

preparing for the gravity of July 22nd. 

The next morning, I ate and arranged my camera bag. I packed another bag with 

snacks and water because I didn’t plan on stopping for food. Before leaving, I opened 

Instagram and recorded a video detailing that I was in Jackson and would be driving to 

Vicksburg on the anniversary of my grandfather’s passing, then posted it to my 

Instastory. I wore a bucket hat to cover up my short green afro, a dingy black tee-shirt 

and shorts that stopped above my knees. I figured it was safe to sport an athletic look 

as opposed to something overtly Californian. I hopped in the rental and after a few miles 

on the freeway, things started to set in. Tears filled my eyes as I thought about my 

grandfather. I thought about our relationship and his death. I gave thanks to God for 

giving me the opportunity to honor him in Mississippi. I asked for safekeeping and wiped 

the tears away. 
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The Waze GPS directed me to an exit, right off the freeway was a huge sign: 

VICKSBURG. I pulled into a Sonic Burger Drive-In and assembled my camera in the 

backseat. I set the camera on the tripod to film the sign at distance, but I struggled to 

find focus. “Maybe it’s too bright,” I thought. I moved the tripod and camera into a 

shaded area, but I still struggled to find focus. My nerves were shot, my hands shook 

uncontrollably.22 I started to panic because I was taking too long and I didn’t want to 

draw attention with my camera and my body. I hurried and captured footage of the sign 

and moved on, unsure how it would look. I hopped back in the car and drove into 

Vicksburg, a small dilapidated town. The Mississippi River cut between chunks of dry 

land and magnolia trees. Businesses were boarded up and broken-down trucks were 

left on the side of the road. It was a sad sight. It was even sadder to see the condition of 

my grandfather’s childhood home. The property looked drastically different than the 

Google Maps screenshot my mother sent to me. My body ran hot with frustration. 

 
Figure 3.4 Circular Metafictions, 2019; still image. 

  

                                                      

22 Most, if not all, of my footage from Mississippi was recorded with incorrect shutter speed settings 
because my emotions and fears of traveling alone took over my thought-processing. 
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Journal Entry: 
 
I wasn’t expecting the house to look the way it did. Everything was brown, 
washed out yellows and greens. All the windows were busted, pushed into 
the structure. Somebody had entered. I’d rather not know who or the reason. 
 
The grass swallowed the property, chewed up the staircase. I wanted to 
climb them, I wanted to walk the land that my grandfather once 
walked… but the grass was too overgrown. Unkempt. 
 
It didn’t feel like a home. Who did this? This is sad, man. Everybody is 
dying and getting old. This don’t feel right. Nothing is going right. 
 
On my way up here, I wanted to stop at a gas station to buy a lighter 
and candle. I was gonna build an altar for him but when I saw what the 
house looked like, I couldn’t. I didn’t wanna catch the house on fire. 

 
I parked in front of the Pearl Street Park sign that was next door to the 

house. I pulled out my camera and the first thing I did was step on the basketball 

court to ground myself. I took a deep breath and filmed the side of the house from 

the half-court line. I filmed the big tree that shaded the backside of the property. I 

wanted to cry but redirected and pulled my phone out to document the process in 

my Instastory. I smiled to keep from crying. I put my phone away, turned the 

camera off and started in the other direction, but a bumble bee landed on the 

court. I took a hard look and fumbled to turn my camera on and focused as best I 

could. Some folks say that bees are the ancestors and I don’t believe in 

coincidences. “Hey, granddaddy. Hi, Bebe,” I whispered. I left the park and walked 

to the middle of the road and filmed the front of the home. I cried as I filmed. I cried 

because I was grieving. I cried because I longed to have known my grandmother. I 

longed to see them together. I wanted to know where they met. I longed to know 

where her childhood home was and the places they frequented. I wanted my 

mother to have been there, but she wasn’t. 
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In my research, I wanted to locate musical recordings of female Delta Blues 

singers in the 1930s and 1940, the eras that my grandparents were children. Google 

circulated only a few women, one of them was Bertha Lee. I fixated on Bertha Lee since 

some of her songs were accessible to the public. I read that she was the wife of 

legendary singer Charley Patton and in 1934, they traveled to New York to record songs 

for Vocalion Records—most of the recordings were not preserved. I found titles for three 

of Lee’s songs and one in particular haunted me for months. “Yellow Bee” derives from 

Memphis Minnie’s “Bumble Bee,” and charts a relationship of yearning passion. 

Whenever I listened to “Yellow Bee,” I thought about my grandparents. I thought about 

the far reaches of their love and despair in the spirit and physical world. I thought to 

layer “Yellow Bee” over the footage of my grandfather’s childhood home to translate 

some of my yearning and longing. On one end, I envisioned the song being about my 

grandmother and the void from her early passing. On another end, I envisioned my 

grandfather singing about his first love: Bee. 

 
Yellow bee yellow bee please come back to me 
Yellow bee yellow bee please come back to me 
He made the best old honey any yellow bee I ever seen 
 
Well he buzzed me this morning been looking for him all day long 
Well he buzzed me this morning been looking for him all day long 
Had me to the place once hate to see my yellow bee leave home 
 
Well I can’t stand here worried, worried, worried 
Come here yellow bee ah you know your stuff 
Ah buzz me yellow bee till I gets enough 
 
Yellow bee makes honey black bee make the comb 
Yellow bee makes honey black bee make the comb 
If you want to feel blue try build him a honey comb 
 
Well I can’t stand here worried, worried, worried 
Come here yellow bee oh you know your stuff 
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Ah buzz me Papa Charlie till I gets enough 
 
Aeh stinger long as my right arm 
Ah stinger long as my right arm 
Had me to the place once hate to see my yellow bee leave home 

 
Betha Lee “Yellow Bee” featuring Charley Patton (lyrics) 

 
3.4 TRAVERSING WORLDS: BIRTH, PRESENT-FUTURE & DEATH 

 During an ultrasound appointment, the technicians heard a faint second 

heartbeat in my mother’s belly: twins. That second heartbeat was mine and I was 

struggling to survive. After the appointment, my mother was put on bedrest and months 

later, an emergency cesarean surgery ushered our arrival. On Sunday, December 15, 

1985 at 7:05 PM, Donnielle Amber Washington was delivered, and one-minute later, 

Dannielle Ashlee Washington was delivered. We were born three months premature 

and our chance of survival was 50-50. I believe, Dannielle was around three or four 

pounds and I was much lighter. Once, my mother told me that I had a seizure and 

received a life-saving blood transfusion. Dannielle and I spent weeks in the neonatal 

intensive care unit, while my mother was being briefed by case workers to expect our 

demise. After the briefings, she refused to see us because she didn’t want to get 

attached. My mother had to be persuaded to see us, to her dismay, she realized that we 

were just underweight, without defects or ailments. When my mother was discharged, 

my father took her home without their newborn twins—we stayed in the neonatal unit 

until enough weight was gained. Dannielle went home first, and I, shortly after. 
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Figure 3.5 Donnielle in isolette; Donnielle and Dannielle Washington (right), 1985; image scan. 

 
On August 25, 2019, I sent a text message to Dannielle: 
 

ME: You ever think about why the first twin is considered older when the 
second one comes out later? 
 
DANNIELLE: I thought about that before. But I can’t really say because we 
don’t really know. The whole thing was trying to get the baby in distress 
out. Can’t really question it due to the emergency. 
 
ME: True 
 
DANNIELLE: I never really made a big deal bc everyone always said I 
was always eating up everything. So idk. I just let it be bc I can’t argue it 
 
ME: Right, hmmm. 

 
In some African tribes, the Ibeji (twins) are said to bring abundance, whereas 

others believe they are burdensome—one or both may be sacrificed to relieve the family 

of hardship. It is also believed that the first-born twin is considered the youngest, sent 

out to see if the world is safe, and their cry communicates results to the twin in the 

womb. The second-born twin is eldest because they occupy the womb longest, their first 

home. The second-born is said to be more careful and reflective, and their sibling’s cry 

determines whether they will enter the world or not. This concept opposes the American 

view of birth order, the first-born twin is considered oldest, while the second-born twin is 

youngest. I’ve often wondered who would’ve been born first if there wasn’t an 

emergency. I’ve wondered if babies could really choose to be born or not, and whether I 
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wanted to come into the world. Personally, I believe that babies have the choice to be 

born. I can’t articulate why exactly, I guess it’s a feeling. Dannielle strongly disagrees, 

and as a mother of three, she certainly has more experience with birthing. 

 
Figure 3.6 Circular Metafictions, 2020; image still. 

In March 2020, I invited Dannielle over to film an interview about our birth story 

and my speculations. I asked Dannielle to talk about an occurrence that happened 

when our mother experienced birthing complications and how our grandfather began to 

choke while preaching. We were born on a Sunday, Dannielle wasn’t sure if it was a 

morning or evening service, however, our Aunt Cheryl rushed him to the hospital. My 

mother once revealed that before the anesthesia kicked in for surgery, she yelled to the 

doctors, “Not yet! I’m not ready!” Then she awoke hours later realizing that she was no 

longer pregnant and that there were no babies in the hospital room. When my 

grandfather arrived, he said that his daughter’s face was unrecognizably swollen. We 

learned that our grandfather prayed over us, that we would overcome our obstacle. 

 

What does it mean to emerge? 
The black woman has always emerged. 
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Figure 3.7 Don Washington (left), Anita Queen (right); image scan. 

 
I’m not too sure where or how my parents met, but I heard that my father tried to 

impress my mother by teaching her how to play piano. She pretended to not know even 

though she had been playing in the church since a kid. For the project, I planned to film 

my parents playing “Wade in the Water,” however, due to COVID-19, I was only able to 

record a draft of my mother, while my dad filmed himself on an iPhone. The song has 

various historical meanings and interpretations. Foremost, it is referenced in the bible as 

an allusion to a disturbance in the water; it has also been known to be a freedom song 

about escape and safe passage. Sometimes, the spiritual is sung during church 

baptisms, a person’s public profession of faith in God. A water baptism is symbolic of a 

spiritual rebirth through total submersion in holy water. To bridge the themes of 

disturbance and emergence, I asked my parents to play the song to signify conception 

and their twin’s turbulent arrival. 

 
Wade in the water 
Wade in the water 
Children wade, in the water 
God's gonna trouble the water 
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Who’s that young girl dressed in red 
Wade in the water 
Must be the children that Moses led 
God’s gonna trouble the water 
 
Wade in the water, wade in the water children 
Wade in the water,  
God’s gonna trouble the water. 

 
In the interview with Dannielle, I wanted to discuss my observance of 

occurrences and spiritual connections. For the first time on-camera, I mentioned how I 

believe there’s ancestral links between our grandparents, mother, Dannielle and myself. 

Dannielle has known about the 1016 occurrences, but I wanted her to know about the 

day our grandfather died and how he was resuscitated. 

May 29, 2017, my mother, A’lana (older sister) and I visited our grandfather at 

Cedars-Sinai Medical Center. Right off the bat, things felt strange. My mother and 

A’lana entered the hospital room and huddled around his bed. Nervously, I lagged 

behind and peeked through the curtain, unsure of his condition. I saw that he was sitting 

upright and responsive, smiling at his visitors. There was still no relief in my spirit even 

though he appeared to be alright. All of a sudden, the hospital sounds stretched in a 

chopped and screwed remix, and my body pulled me into the room. My eyes were fixed 

on him, A’lana was on the left side of the bed and my mother was a blur somewhere in 

the room. I floated toward the front of the bed and he met my line of sight—his 

concentration left me in suspension. We were diametrically opposed and at the center 

of the room. He didn’t speak to me verbally and neither did I, yet our communication 

seemed telepathic. I stopped and just stared at him staring at me back. Slowly, he 

raised his arm and gave me a thumbs up. I hesitated at first, then I realized what he was 

saying. Slowly, I returned the gesture and broke out of the room, back down to the lobby 
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and sunk into a chair. Things weren’t okay. I didn’t want the responsibility of knowing. I 

felt some comfort knowing that my grandfather was ready and that he would be leaving 

on his own terms, but his daughters and sons were supposed to be in my place. 

Someone else should’ve gave him the thumbs up, but then I realized 1016. I realized 

my grandmother was using me as a vessel. I realized that he probably saw her in me. 

Less than 5-minutes passed, and I received a text message from A’lana: Granddaddy 

code-blued! She wrote that the doctors swarmed the hospital room and resuscitated 

him… even though he had a DNR order: Do Not Resuscitate. 

In the interview, I reminded Dannielle that our grandfather was at the hospital 

when we were born. I reminded her that we were at the hospital when he died. On July 

22, 2017, we arrived at Kindred Hospital in Los Angeles with our mother. It was 

Dannielle’s first time seeing him during the hospital stints, I knew she was 

uncomfortable. I saw him a week or two before and showed him my golf swing.23 I was 

excited to show him more videos, but when we walked to his door, everything felt 

wrong. The room’s tones created a particular atmosphere, it was every shade of blue. 

His eyes were closed and there was a ventilator in his mouth. The machine seemed to 

be pumping air into his body, up and down, in and out. “Maybe we should wait in the 

hallway,” I said to Dannielle. Our mother entered alone. I told Dannielle that his 

condition was the complete opposite than before. She didn’t really say much of 

anything, I stopped talking. 

Our mother came out of the hospital room, “This might be the last time, do you 

want to say bye?” Dannielle responded immediately. I checked my phone and it read: 

                                                      

23 He was a golfer. 
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10:14 AM. Our mother relayed that she was going to the bathroom and to meet her 

there when we finished. I checked my phone again: 10:15 AM. Dannielle went inside 

briefly, then came out. I whispered, “I’m going to wait a minute to take a picture.” At 

10:16 AM, I stepped in the doorway threshold and took a photograph of my grandfather 

for the last time. I took a deep breath and mouthed the words, “Bebe take him.” 

Dannielle and I left in silence and we drove home in silence. By noon, we got the call 

that Charles C. Queen transitioned. 

On the Grandmother Spirit 

My grandmother has spiritually manifested in the numerical value of 1016, the 

date that she was, presumably, admitted into the hospital. After mouthing, “Bebe take 

him,” I stopped questioning why I was chosen to know. I stopped questioning the visions 

and why I receive them. I stopped questioning everything because my grandparents 

had reunited—she waited over 30 years for him. My grandmother loved him deeply and 

he loved her just as much. 

What I didn’t know was that Bebe would show up for me. On August 14, 2018, I 

was frustrated with death, with grieving, with not knowing how to deal with knowing. I 

was having an existential breakdown at 32. I bustled through the door of my apartment 

and let my body fall to the floor. My body jerked from trying to holding it together, and I 

finally gave in. I wanted to have the luxury of being undone. I cried for the first time 

since my grandfather died. I cried from my spirit. I wanted to turn myself inside out and 

scrape the hardness out of me. The floor let me be whoever I wanted to be, and I 

wanted to be broken. I needed to be a mess. 

“Help me, I don’t know what to do,” I say aloud. 
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“Somebody say something! What am I supposed to do?” I scream. 

There was silence. I shut my eyes.  

“I’m crazy, I told you!” I said internally. 

“No, just breathe. Follow your breath. Think about nothing,” I responded. 

I forced myself to push out the negative thoughts—I’ve mastered this through the years. 

I followed my breathing and relaxed my body. I sucked air in and blew air out, then it 

happened. 

Bebe’s face appeared in the blackness behind my eyelids. I opened my eyes and 

her face was clear in my mind. I watched her speak to me and I broke down in tears. 

This was the first time that I had heard her voice. She was audible, not just in my head. 

Her voice filled my apartment and I was immersed in her sound, in her comfort. My 

grandmother kept me from overthinking, kept me from being self-deprecation. Bebe 

wanted me to remember my family and that they were safe. She spoke in a parable, 

about my body being a ship and told me that my family would keep me from sinking. 

 

Bebe, is this how I got these wings? 
Being in your daughter’s cocoon? 

Well, I can I can feel your spirit. 
There’s nothing but power inside my bones. 
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EPILOGUE 
 

the encounter (a prose-poem) 
 
I have only known you as a spirit, 
as memories spoken through clinched teeth 
from the mouths of kin who taste their own tears. 
 
I wonder, 
maybe I’ve held the same photographs that you’ve touched. 
 
Images of you that I make fictions from 
because cancer took you too soon. 
 
Would we have been friends if it hadn’t? 
How would you see me 
because I’m so far from the church now? 
But I haven’t forgotten. 
 
 
I have only known you as a spirit, 
as a weightless pressure in the room, 
but this moment feels different. 
 
Your voice is a modulated tone 
of the daughters you bore. 
I have spoken to them, 
so, I know that I have spoken to you. 
 
You said, 
“You are a ship, long and wide.  
Edges curving inward, edges curving downward. 
The foundation is your back, sturdy and narrow.” 
 
You said, 
“Stand up tall, carry it. 
Be in control and don’t be weighed down.” 
 
You touched my face and my hips cracked. 
 
When I searched for your face, I started to cry. 
Tell me what the back of this world is like. 
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